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Director’s Note
Dr. Anita Kumar
Hello readers!
This month’s Newsletter is Summer Internship special.
Summer Internship (usually conducted between 2nd and 3rd semesters) is an integral part of the MBA curriculum that enables students to understand and experience realworld settings and work on the industry-relevant projects. Moreover, it is a passport to placements and establish lifelong networks.
This year, however, due to the global crisis caused by Covid -19 Pandemic, CII School of Logistics, conducted Online Summer internships for 2019-2021 batch students
instead of on-site visits. This innovative model was implemented for the first time with online Dual Mentorship by 19 Industry Experts and 4 faculty members in the
Logistics and Supply Chain domain. Weekly Progress Guidance and Evaluation was done through Skype/Zoom/MS Teams meetings.
I am delighted to inform that these internships concluded successfully with Project Report Submission and PowerPoint Presentations after 4 weeks. We present the feedback
from the industry mentors and a short summary of the student experiences. We also hope to improve the model in the future, incorporating all suggestions given by the
industry mentors. Our sincere thanks to them! Much appreciated!
As Abigail Adams says, “Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardor and attended to with diligence”. It will be our endeavor that learning never stops at CII School of Logistics and is attended
to with due diligence no matter what the circumstances are.
Take care and Stay Safe!
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PROFESSOR'S DESK

CII Logistics Summit: Covid-19: Challenges and Opportunities for Indian Logistics Sector
DR. SMRITI GOEL ASTHANA
The world has witnessed the “black swan event’ in the form of the Covid-19 pandemic, whose likelihood of occurrence was extremely low, yet the impact has been very high. As the pandemic
continued to hold India under Lockdown, and we continue to witness the most significant economic disruption in recent history, the logistics industry continues to drive the economic revival of
the country.
\With this focus, CII-IL organized its first digital Global Logistics Summit 2020 on June 05, 2020 around the
theme “Covid-19: Challenges and Opportunities for Indian Logistics Sector”. The summit aimed at
exploring the new normal of Logistics and Supply Chain sector with discussion revolving around the latest
trends of:


De-globalization– restructuring of global supply chains and impact on India



Consolidation and emerging transformational themes.



Digitization and role of technology in logistics sector

The event was a huge success with participation of more than 600 viewers from both national and international locations. The eminent speakers and panel members during their discussion laid
emphasis on the growing demand to provide enhanced resilience in terms of flexibility and redundancy by nearshoring. With the Prime Minister, Mr. Modi highlighting focus on being ‘vocal for
local’ discussions also highlighted India’s position in terms of global trade views and if India can emerge as China’s substitute.
The one-day long summit concluded with the new normal buzz words of Resilient, agile, and digitalized logistics industry in the post Covid -19 era.
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INDUSTRY MENTOR REVIEWS

Rajesh Ray
Associate Partner
Head - Digital Supply Chain Practice
IBM India Pvt Ltd.
As this summer internship is after their second semester - one challenge is the students do not have exposure yet to many core supply chain topics - It will be good to have a 1-2 days session
for students to cover basics of their subject - for example if they are doing a project on distribution - it will be good to give then an 1-2 days of overview session on concepts of warehousing,
distribution, inventory, 3PL, Outsourcing etc. before start of the project or alternatively pick up project topics from something already taught in first two semesters. Job market for fresher
will be difficult for next two years - so it will be good if students / institutes can start focusing on initiatives in this direction. This may mean students keep them aware of what is happening
in their industry - understanding what kind of skills are in demand for logistics professionals - trying to understand business models and offerings of target employers - building soft skills doing additional online certification available at very reasonable cost beside the main CII course - Learning how IT is impacting every part of Logistics. Students should be encouraged to
love the subject (Supply Chain / Logistics). In 2009 - 2010 - I used to teach supply chain in MDP / EDP programs in IIM Bangalore to many companies with Professor Janat Saha. I always
regard Janat as one of the most knowledgeable people on this subject in our country on this topic - and he used to tell this to students in every class. As 80% of the students log in to Facebook
and WhatsApp everyday - encourage them to develop the habit of logging into some leading supply chain sites everyday - subscribe to newsletters from these sites / blogs - read white
papers on their topics of interest - try to write blogs - create profile in LinkedIn and start getting feeds from numerous supply chain sites - try to contribute articles in LinkedIn - and I think
there are hundreds of ways of doing this today and all of that are absolutely free. When they show this passion - more people know them - your CV get enriched and even in your professional
career that becomes clearly visible to your employer - and more importantly it gives them satisfaction. Social media will play a bigger role in coming days in recruitment and professional
maturity. From Student - to employee of an organization - to being a successful professional in the field - is a long journey - but that should start now.
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A.D.A Ratnam
Phillips India.

Supply Chain is key to an organization’s success. Over the years the function/subject has earned its place at the Management Table instead of being a subsidiary or ancillary function as it
used to be a decade back. Corporates like Amazon, Walmart, Zomato, etc. have built their empires on Algorithms and Supply chain efficiencies. The students must get into their mindset
that the career in Supply chain is second to none. They must bring gravitas to the function by being KNOWLEDGEABLE, Solution Minded and Confident. The faculty needs to push the
students into more real-time market interactions which will help them understand the importance of the subject and its future. As the country is opening, India's need of being self-reliant,
the role of the youngsters in this function will be crucial to their and the country's success. The institution is an icon. It is time that the faculty and the students get into guerilla branding in
the digital space for the world to take notice of them. This will help all.

Dr. Manoranjan Nayak
GM Logistics,
Jindal Steel & Power Ltd, Angul.

The students had shown their interest which propelled me to get them the most on-site experience through digital platform. It was indeed mesmerizing to see the hunger of learnings from
each one of them be it Namneet, Ashams or Akhil and that too on Sundays. I must thank Madam Anita Madam, Smriti Madam and Bhanumathi for having such brilliant students on board.
As I have been associated with CII since 2011 and would be keen
to support at various capacities in future.
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Anil Singh
Director-Integrated Supply Chain
Nippon Paints - AR & WA
They were obedient, punctual, intelligent, and hard working. I enjoyed working with them, although it was difficult for me to manage time for their internship, but their sincerity, hard work
and dedication forced me to take out time for them and share my knowledge, give them guidance and do mentoring in their projects. it was very much aligned to my industry experience of
24 years in the same field, so I enjoyed working with students on the two topics - AI perspective in Supply Chain and Industry transition from Luxury items to Essential during COVID
times. I think you guys are doing wonderful job by giving real insight to the students on industry by giving them more exposure to the industrial world and having topics very much relevant
to their future career. Furthermore, I would like to say that Amity University association with CII and having curriculum aligned with CII is real benefit for the student and the Industry
fraternity. Please do continue this method of teaching and have more exposure of your students to Industrial world. Only feedback is that if you have small focused projects of Industry like
improving productivity of production line, reducing logistics by picking one initiative etc. for your students as a part of their course curriculum and make them achieve it on ground it would
be helpful for them. Looking forward to being associated with CII School of Logistics in near future.

Ponraj Periswami (Raj ),
Head Supply Chain,
Wahl Clipper Corporation Ltd.
Online has intruded in everyone’s life like never before , it has not spared anyone right from toddlers till elder’s and it has impacted deeply, in the same e-learning also stretched out
their arms and now learning thru e-mode has become new normal way of learning, So it be with the internship too. Currently the most observed and accessed the two most important symbols.
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E-Leaning has its own pros and cons, being optimistic or having high level of adaptability mode the best part is to see the Pros first and then for cons.
The Pros are like
•

Time saving

•

Lower consumption of energy ( naming transport – Car, Bike , Metro’s and so on )

•

Pocket Friendly ( external expenses are curtailed )

•

Less damage to Environment ( less of directly )

Cons are like
•

Demands high level of concentration and over screen and headphones

•

Not so pleasant experience of learning ( initially good , but not sustainable)

•

Realization of information network challenges ( network bandwidth )

•

Multiple participant engagement and conversation at the same time

•

Repetition of same subject , over and over again

•

Unfriendly leaning or studying environment at homes

•

Soon it will make increase obese no’s

Challenges in leaning
One to one close interaction learning getting missed out, flow of communication gets interrupted, bonding and adaptation towards teacher and student gets missed. Equipment’s can help
you but can’t interact or can’t replace humans at any given point of time.
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Solutions
If possible before startup of the conversation create ice breaking movement, rather than more of text of theory flow approach students with creative PPT’s, video’s and songs will help.
Make it more of interactive and participative than monotonous, Let there be frequent short breaks and in the end try to create the easy way of learning add more of humor and fun.

Closing note
E-learning is not new to the world, in fact in western countries quite normal. Now in our nation its becoming new normal way of learning right from toddlers. In given any situation one
should keep himself ready and high absorbing mode for learning and adapting to new leaning method.

Response over experience of e-mentoring
Although it was not so pleasant and cherishing movement of sharing or teaching with the students, But instead of nothing someway learning was available and we could make more use of
it. I would recommend institute to get everyone in one common forum (E-Mentors and students) over exchange of thoughts and experience of students to understand better and make it more
adaptively learnable in coming days. I appreciate the efforts being taken by the institute and students to uphold the learning even in such situation is quite admirable and commendable.
Keep up the high standard of leaning and sharing. All the best
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Sharad Singh (MBA Logistics)

Trisha Manrai (MBA SCM)

Gaurav Ghosh (MBA SCM)

The Online Internship was a totally different experience for me. My topic “
Analysis of inward transportation and freight cost management in shipping
industry ” and according to the nature of the above, I was allotted to work
under the guidance of Dr Mahesh Kadam, DGM, Gateway Rail freight and
Dr. Smriti, Faculty (CII-SOL). I was fortunate enough to work under such
experienced professional. I thank both of my mentors for taking out their
precious time and providing with necessary knowledge.

Despite of the pandemic, CII organized online internship for their students to
provide them the experience of remote learning in a new and different way. I chose
the topic ‘How Artificial Intelligence is revolutionizing SCM Management’. I
worked under Mr. Anil Singh, Director- SCM, Nippon Paints, as my industry
mentor. I was lucky enough to have him as a mentor who guided me through every
step of the project. I would like to thank CII school of Logistics to give me such an
opportunity to learn in this difficult and tough times.

The Online Internship was a totally different experience for all the
students, here at CII School of Logistics, Noida. The topic I chose was
“Comparative analysis of maritime operations between India and
Singapore” and I was allotted to work under Dr Mahesh Kadam,
DGM, Gateway Rail freight and Dr. Smriti Asthana, Faculty (CIISOL). I was fortunate enough to work under such experienced
professionals. I thank both of my mentors for taking out their precious
time and providing with necessary knowledge.

Akshay Warad (MBA SCM)

Poornesh (MBA SCM)

This was a great opportunity for us. My intern topic was “Local for local
SCM/Business strategies for the Consumer Electronics Industry”. From this,
I understand various facts that change the price of the product or services. I
am thankful to CII for providing me such a great opportunity. Thank you,
Mr. Ratnam and Mr. Naveen Chhabra for your wonderful insights on your
journey and experience in Philips. A huge thanks to Mr. Pramendra Kumar,
for valuable guidance.

My internship started after a long wait when few of my classmates had already
finished the project. It gradually progressed with me realizing that things are not
available easily every time because my industry mentor Mr. Bhoj was a super busy
man. Some Days we had sessions about my next tasks at 10PM. Thanks to him. I
could see the real-time dimension of procurement and 3PL selection. It ended with
a new online learning experience but could have been on-field.

Swagatika Mohapatra (MBA SCM)

Palabatla Sumanth (MBA SCM)

An absolute learning experience on my 6 weeks of internship with Gail India
Limited., has enriched my knowledge in the SCM Field with respective to
Natural Gas and Pipeline Industry. Working with this productive industry,
helped me to learn how natural gas extraction, mechanisms and equipment’s
does take place in India. Also interfaced with the research papers, surveys
and the challenges faced.

I enjoyed my internship with Laxmi Cargo. My ‘experience has been very
rewarding because I have acquired and learned new skills. Internship has enriched
my knowledge in regarding material handling. I certainly know that I know more
now than I did before I started my internship. Thought it was an online internship,
but I have learnt a lot. The knowledge and experience gained is very helpful.

Tanush Bhatnagar (MBA SCM)
Online Internship was a great experience for me. My topic “Feasibility
study of Rail-Road Transportation System for Indian SCM Sector- Cost
vis-à-vis Efficiencies” and according to the nature of the above, I was
allotted to work under the guidance of Dr Mahesh Kadam, DGM,
Gateway Rail freight and Dr. Smriti, Faculty (CII-SOL). I was
fortunate enough to work under such experienced professional. I thank
both of my mentors for taking out their precious time and providing
with necessary knowledge.

Harneet S. Kochar (MBA SCM)
The topic that I received helped me garner new interest in the field of
Supply Chain and Process Improvement. So much so that I am now
planning to pivot my career path towards the same. I was fortunate to
be mentored by Mr. Pramendra Kumar, (Professor, CII-SoL), and
Mr. A.D.A Ratnam (Philips, India). A special mention to Dr. Smriti
Asthana (Professor/Program Leader, CII-SoL) for making the entire
virtual-internship experience in these uncertain times a reality.
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Col. Prashant Tripathi (MBA Supply Chain)

Col. Vinay Vashisth (MBA Supply Chain)

Lt. Col. V. Sunil Kumar (MBA SCM)
The topic for internship was “How to manage Supply chain disruptions
during Crisis (E-commerce)”. However, Due to present circumstances
the same was conducted online. Mr. Pramendra was our inhouse faculty
mentor & Mr. Benzon John, Head - SCM, Orient Electric Ltd, as our
industry mentor. The exposure, although not exactly “on hands” was
practical and benefitted the trainees multi-fold and as a follow up to the
theory being imparted at the Institution.

I feel that the online internship can never replace the kind of experience
and exposure a young management student looks forward to from an
industrial internship, instead of having it cancelled this online internship
with many interactive sessions with their mentors alongside the opportunity
to attend a wide horizon of webinars certainly helped us in getting a better
understanding, connect, and at the same time updated us to our respective
internship topics and the theoretical aspects taught to us in the institute.

As internship we were given an opportunity to work with the industry experts. I
related to ‘Orient Electric Ltd’ on “How to manage supply chain disruptions
during crisis”. In my study, I limited my scope to ‘Natural disasters and
Environmental factors’. Mr Benzon John, Head SCM, Orient Electric Ltd was my
industry mentor and Mr. Pramendra Kumar. The internship provided immense
exposure to the supply chain industry and augmented the comprehension of the
subject taught by the faculty at CII School of logistics.

Col. Sandeep Verma (MBA SCM)

Abhishek Sharma (MBA SCM)

Aprajita Jha (MBA SCM)

Imparting realistic exposure as summer internship is a very important
aspect of every MBA program. “How to manage SCM disruptions during
Crisis caused by COVID 19 in the FMCG Sector” was the project chosen
for the internship which was done under the tutelage of Mr. Pramendra,
faculty mentor & Mr. Benzon John, Head - SCM, Orient Electric Ltd. Due
to the unique circumstances, caused by the Covid 19, the internship has
been done online perhaps for the first time.

I got an opportunity to enhance my skills on Productivity and Quality in a 3PL
company named LCC (Lakshmi cargo company). The manager of 3 PL services of
LCC, Mr. Jayamurgan guided me further on Material Handling and TQM
implementation in this company. This internship was performed online, and I
learned new things. The industry mentor was very communicative and explained
every process that is being performed in the company.

I got an opportunity to enhance my skills on Quality management in a
3PL company named LCC (Lakshmi cargo company). The manager of 3
PL services of LCC, Mr. Jayamurgan guided me further on TQM and
Kaizen implementation in this company. This internship was performed
online, and I learned new things. The industry mentor was very
communicative and explained every process that is being performed in
the company.

Mamidi Poojitha (MBA Logistics)

Anuj Jain (MBA SCM)

Kajal Dixit (MBA SCM)

I profoundly believe that every research project has at least one major
“story” in it. Sometimes the story centers around a specific research
finding. The key here is knowledge. Here my research story is about the
logistics performance and I tried to gain knowledge on various aspects of
it and how it can be improved in India. I am grateful for the opportunity
and assistance CII provided.

It has been an invaluable experience. Working at IBM has provided me more
knowledge than what I would have learnt from just books. Getting an opportunity
to work on a variety of projects has given the chance to observe numerous aspects
of this field. I would like to thank CII for its constant guidance and support. This
internship has increased my interest in pursuing a career in SCM. As I move
forward, I will take with me all that I learnt in this internship.

I am kajal. I did internship in Lakshami Cargo Company and it was
unexpected experience because of covid-19. During my internship, the
manager of LCC, Mr. Jayamurugan helped me a lot on the topic of
supplier selection and evaluation process in the company. Special thanks
to CII-School of Logistics who arranged internships for their students
during Covid-19.
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Sahiba (MBA SCM)

Akhil James (MBA SCM)

I was appointed as an intern at Impex Pvt ltd under Mr. Sudhakar Kasture who was
my industry guide for the project. I was very well connected with my
industry mentor and he helped getting the internship done. He also helped me by
sending PowerPoint presentations and many project related links so that we can
easily do the project work.

My internship with JSPL was very enlightening and helpful. With the
support of my faculty mentor I could carry out the project in time and
do the needful. And my industry guide Dr. Manoranjan Nayak was
equally very helpful carrying out meeting to clear my doubts and
helping me understand different challenges and aspects of logistics. I
am very grateful to them who is seeking guidance from him as my
mentor.

Prabhat Raghav (MBA CM)

Kaushik Kumar (MBA Logistics)

Vishnu Jangid (MBA SCM)

It was a great pleasure for me to be mentored by Mr. Raghu of Linfox
Logistics Pvt Ltd. The invaluable teachings that he imparted onto me
regarding industry and logistics was very beneficial to me. His guidance
during my internship made it productive and fruitful. It was a great
experience learning stuff with him. The way he made me understand tough
concepts was commendable. I found him friendly and supportive in my
learning period.

It was immense pleasure for me to be mentored by Sudhakar Kasture, HELPLINE
IMPEX PVT LTD. The information he shared and guided me related to industry
during my internship was very beneficial, under his guidance I learned many things
about industries. The way he explained every difficult concept was unique and one
can understand easily. We are thankful that we have got such a knowledgeable and
supportive company mentor.

The internship project under Linfox, gave me an opportunity to look
on the supply chain risk under this Covid-19. This was an awareness
research on how the supply chain industry runs under pandemic covid
19 guidelines. Focusing on the difficulties faced and the overcoming
factors.

Ashams Sabu (MBA SCM)

Ganga Singh (MBA SCM)

Harshita (MBA SCM)

CII-SOL Amity gave me the opportunity to work with Jindal Steel and Power
LTD. I had the chance to observe numerous aspects and challenges of
logistics industry, and I also gained valuable insights into the supply chain
and logistics industry over the past months. My both faculty and industry
mentor were extremely welcoming and helpful and offered me remarkable
career advice. This increased my interest in pursuing a career in logistics.

I related to Innovantage for my internship. I had a great learning experience by
getting knowledge from my industrial mentor Mr. Bhagwant Singh and my faculty
mentor Dr. Anita Kumar. Both were very helpful throughout the whole internship
period. They supported me whenever I needed their guidance. The internship
program is well structured, and I got to learn new things every day.

I had an amazing experience during my internship phase at Gail India. I
was allotted to work under the guidance of Dr Asimprasad, General
Manager, Gail India limited and Dr Anita Kumar Faculty, CII SoL All
mentors were very helpful. The internship program was well structured,
and I got to learn new things every day. Good to learn about the supply
and process of oil and gas. This internship taught me more than I could
have imagined.

N.G Thrijay Sriram (MBA SCM)
The topic which was assigned to me is Material handling & operations in
Air cargo. I was very much excited after I enrolled myself in online
internship The faculty mentor for me is Dr. Smriti Goel Asthana and my
industry mentor is Mr. Joel Deepak from Rohlig India though industry was
completed closed to go and work in companies, CII Supported lot to assign
our industry mentor to get information from industry people about the topic.
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Shubham Narang (MBA Supply Chain)

Jaswanthi Sreeramaneni (MBA SCM)

Ashutosh Anand (MBA SCM)

There was limited interaction due to scarcity of available time, but in
whatever time we could gather. it was a learning experience for me.
The Industry guide helped me whenever he could. He was a great mentor,
very understanding and knowledgeable.

CII gave me an opportunity for online internship which was very productive. I got
an opportunity to work with Lakshmi Cargo Company, Coimbatore. I had a chance
to learn various aspects and challenges in the logistics industry. It was a great
learning experience with the industry mentor who shared his knowledge which
boosted my interest in this field, and I am very much thankful to our faculty mentor
who had been guiding continuously. I sincerely thank CII for providing such a great
opportunity.

I would like to express my gratitude to all faculty members and
especially Dr. Smriti for giving me an opportunity to work with
Perfetti Van Melle. My experience of this remote internship has been
well. My Faculty guide & Industry mentor have been very cooperative
and contributed their time & energy for providing me a roadmap for
completion of this project. My learning was to get acquainted with
various Industry KPI; economic Indicators & analytical modelling
used in the food Industry.

Jobin Thomas (MBA SCM)

Aseem Taneja (MBA SCM)

Tabasum Ansar Hussain (MBA SCM)

My topic was ‘Rail-Road transportation systems a feasibility study’
cost/efficiencies for Indian SCM Sector" under Marks & Spencer. The data
collection was very challenging because of the company policy &
communication through digital mode with my mentors was not frequent. My
faculty mentor Mr. Pramendra Kumar and industry mentor Mr. Pravin Bhoj
guided me throughout the internship. This study helped me to learn many
new things and I believe this would be helpful for me in future.

My topic was “SCM risk analysis of COVID-19” and I chose two industries –
Pharmaceutical and Food industry. I chose this topic to understand how the
industries and their SCM departments function under the current nation-wide
imposed lockdown. The only hurdle faced during the internship was data collection.
My faculty mentor Dr. Anita Kumar helped and guided me whenever I faced
obstacles. I am thankful to my department to set out such a wonderful experience.

This internship had been a great experience for me. My topic for this
internship was ‘The route-to-market strategy in Consumer Electronics
Industry’. This internship also allowed me to have direct contact with
one of the industrial experts to help me and guide me in this project.

Srishti Tyagi (MBA SCM)

Ayesha Parveen (MBA SCM)

Gautam Thakur (MBA SCM)

CII helped me to pursue my internship in one of the largest and renowned
confectionary producers of the world – PERFETTI VAN MELLE INDIA.
My Industry mentor Mr. Umesh Joshi guided and introduced me to some
terms like Continuous Replenishment, Maximum & Minimum inventory
levels in depth. My faculty mentor Dr. Anita Kumar (HOD) and one of my
faculty Mr. Sanjay Khanduja helped me get through the hurdles. It was the
best of online internship one could get in the current scenario.

CII SOL arranged internship for the students. I got an opportunity to learn from
Mr. Anil Singh, Director- SCM, Nippon Paints. I worked on “Transition of Indian
Industry from manufacturing luxury goods to essential products during COVID19”. It was very educational experience as sir took out time to give to knowledge
about how the system works. He helped me figure out the reasons why and how
companies shift their production from luxury items to essential items during this
pandemic.

CII SoL arranged a virtual internship for us. We met our assigned
industry mentor virtually to discuss projects. In this I was able to learn
about "Inventory management techniques" used by firms and how do
they measure inventory. It was quite an experience for me to enhance
my knowledge related to the field. The only thing missing was an inoffice environment.
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Chandan Verma (MBA SCM)

Tanuj Thakran (MBA SCM)

Karishma Das (MBA Logistics)

Interning at TATA steel under Aman Chodha, Chief strategy officer has
imparted me with technical skills and qualities, providing me with greater
knowledge and understanding of business explicitly relating to Eprocurement and international relations. I established newfound confidence
in myself and my abilities strengthening my career development. As the Eprocurement Intern, I feel my duties were diverse, and ever-changing.
Everything I have taken in over the past months, but I feel that these are
some of the most beneficial lessons I have learned.

I was assigned to work with Innovantage Solutions for my summer internship
program. A virtual internship is a work experience program where the intern gains
experience while working in a remote professional setting and is not physically
present at the job location. There are many benefits of virtual internship like -there
is no fixed working hours, it did not hamper my studies, I can avail it from home, I
can build connections.

Interning at TATA Steel was great experience. My very first internship
will definitely help me to embrace my career on a high, and for that I
shall remain forever indebted to my University, my teachers and my
mentors for presenting me this spectacular opportunity. This past 1
month has embedded in me the virtue that one must possess to make it
big in life, and for that I am grateful to TATA Steel.

Aman Singhal (MBA SCM)

Sumer Lohani (MBA SCM)

This internship experience is very helpful and valuable for me as a student
because it gives me an opportunity to get real-time insight about operations
of an industry it helps me a lot to mold me as I advance in my career.
Throughout the tenure of the internship, I have discovered many different
strengths. These include willing and eagerness to learn, communication
skills, creativeness, initiative, and patience.

My internship experience was good I learn a lot about the SCM system of our
country as well as impact of changes in government policies on it. I also learn that
how SCM got affected by pandemic Covid-19 as well as problems faced by labors,
workers because they play an important role in supplying of goods from
manufacturer to consumer. Due to lock down I was unable to experience all these
things practically else my internship was good.

It was a unique experience for me and a very odd one due to the
COVID PANDEMIC. The industry mentor I was working with was a
professional at Head outsourcing JK Paper Ltd. With his 25 plus
years of experience in end to end SCM as Head it was indeed a
pleasure for me to work with him. I learnt many different types of
inventory management techniques and ways to forecast inventory
and the terms related to inventory.

Pratika Dudeja (MBA SCM)

Mokshika Gupta (MBA Supply Chain)

Arpit Agarwal (MBA Supply Chain)

Throughout the experience as an intern in Siemens. I have learned about the digital
platforms used for the customs which made the business easier and faster. I am very
grateful for the opportunity which gave me confidence and knowledge about the
various aspects. Now, I feel confident as a future-oriented supply chain management
person with deep learnings on digital platform in custom.

I would like to thank you for giving this opportunity to enhance my
knowledge on “Challenges and opportunities in the Indian Air Freight
sector”. The Industry Mentor Mr. Prashanth Bhatmule (Ex. JK Paper
Industry) has had industry experiences 25 years plus with the head of
supply chain manager. This internship was performed online, and I
learned new things. It was good, and I learn so many things in 6 weeks
overall. It was a unique experience.

Namneet Singh (MBA SCM)

I related to Gail India for my internship. I had a great experience by
getting learn from my industrial mentor Mr. Asim Prasad and my faculty
mentor Dr. Anita Kumar. Both were very helpful throughout the whole
internship period, they helped me each time I needed their help. The
internship program is well structured, and you get to learn new things
every day.
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Sahil Ohri (MBA Supply Chain)

Mokshess Rathore (MBA Supply Chain)

Pravisht Kumar (MBA Supply Chain)

The faculty of CII School of Logistics, Amity University have gone an extra
mile to make sure that their students are able to make efficient use of this
lockdown time in the best way possible. The immense support from our
faculty helped in learning and discovering many possibilities in the supply
chain sector on a global sector, that being said, It is very important for
each student to spend some time on-field otherwise they will have a hard
time adapting to their jobs once the course is over.

Interning at Siemens has imparted me with high end exposure of my skills and
qualities, providing me with greater knowledge and understanding of Supply Chain
and Logistical work related to Export Imports and their documentation. I
established a good knowledge of various documents used in domestic and
international trade and strengthen my abilities which would help me in my career
as well, I was also like to thank CII to bring this opportunity to me so that I am able
to utilise my time in learning during this lockdown.

My internship taught me more than I could have imagined, In this
difficult situation, where I did my internship in virtual mode the
experience was astonishing as I lean how a supply chain and logistics
solution provider work by doing marginal observation and change the
whole supply chain process can be improved and benefits
organization. I am thankful for the opportunity.
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SCM Crossword Puzzle Answers #1
Word

Clue

DOWNSTREAM

One or more companies or individuals who participate in
the flow of goods and services moving from the
manufacturer to the final customer

RETAILER

A person or organization that resell goods or services
directly to consumers or end-users

BACKORDER

Quantity remaining to be shipped if an initial shipment(s)
has been processed.

Opportunity Cost

The cost of NOT doing something

Waybill

Document containing description of goods that are part of
common carrier freight shipment

Bottleneck

A constraint, obstacle or planned control that limits
throughput

LOGISTICS

Commercial activity of transporting goods to customers

Stakeholders

An individual or group who will be impacted in some way by
a change

Controlling

Final step in the management process

SUPPLIER

Also known as the vendor

LOGI-TOONS Series #3
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